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INTRODUCTION

There exist in Europe, Korea, and elsewhere ammunition magazines under the control of the United States Armed Forces that cannot be utilized to their full capacity because of encroachment of public facilities within the full capacity quantity distance arc. This has led to interest in barriers which could be placed in magazines to prevent the simultaneous detonation of all of the contents. The United States Navy is also interested in barriers to prevent sympathetic detonation in the High Performance Magazine, which is now under development, and barriers between large stocks of ammunition might have other applications, such as in ports where loading and unloading operations are being conducted.

In general, such barriers are beneficial in reducing the quantity distance arc only if the quantities of ammunition are large. For Hazard Classification 1.1 materials stored in earth-covered magazines, the inhabited building distance remains constant for net explosive weights (NEW) from 1,000 to 50,000 lb. Therefore, subdivision of the stored ammunition has a major benefit only when the total NEW stored is greater than 100,000 lb.

Full-scale testing of candidate designs with this quantity of explosive is extremely expensive, costing millions of dollars per test, and is valid only for the particular type and configuration of munitions tested. Furthermore, there is considerable experience which indicates that the results of small-scale tests cannot be easily extrapolated to full scale. It appears that the mechanism of propagation of detonation can change as the scale of the test increases and as the confinement around the ammunition increases. Consequently, the design of such barriers for the prevention of large-scale sympathetic detonation is not easy.

At the request of the Project Manager for Ammunition Logistics (PM AMMOLOG), we have conducted a joint experimental/computational study of how such barriers might be designed. We adopted a extremely conservative design philosophy. We assumed that the barrier must be thick enough to stop all fragments from the detonating (donor) munitions so that the protected (acceptor) munitions would not receive any direct fragment hits. Under these conditions, the biggest threat to the acceptors comes from the impact of the barrier itself. In this paper, we will describe some analysis and an experiment that was conducted to determine the effect of the barrier on the acceptor munitions. The computations are discussed in more detail in a paper by Lawrence and Starkenberg in this symposium.
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Description of the Situation To Be Simulated

For the purpose of this study, we assumed that the donor would be a stack of 155-mm or 8-inch projectiles with a NEW of 60,000 lb. Sand was chosen as the barrier material because it is cheap, readily available, and does not produce secondary fragments. Test data indicates that 380 mm of sand will stop all of the fragments from a single 8-inch round (a composition B-loaded 155-mm round produces fragments with only slightly higher velocity and similar mass). Multiple rounds will produce fragments with higher velocity due to the interaction zones between warheads and perhaps due to other effects. For the purpose of this study, we assumed that the barrier must be at least 500 mm thick, and preferably 1 m thick, to stop all fragments.

To determine the velocity which would be imparted to the barrier by the detonation of the donors, Lawrence and Starkenberg ran a series of calculations which are described in more detail in another paper in this symposium. To minimize computational time, the magazine was represented as a cylindrical structure, 8 m in diameter (interior), 24.4 m long (interior), with 200-mm concrete walls surrounded by 610 mm of sand (roughly speaking, this structure can be thought of as two identical magazines joined at the floor). The barrier was a cylindrical "plug," 6.8 m in diameter, in the center of the magazine. The diameter of the barrier permitted some gas flow over the "top" of the barrier. The thickness of the barrier was varied, and, on some calculations, some additional vent area was provided through the barrier. The donor charge was a solid block of TNT with a mass of 56.5 Mg (124,000 lb) (twice the mass in a single "real" magazine), and it simulated the explosive in 976 pallets of M107 rounds (488 pallets in each half of the cylindrical magazine). The storage volume of the M107 projectile is such that the center of the stack could be located as close as 3.7 m from the edge of the barrier or as much as 8.5 m. The spacing was varied in the calculations.

The calculations indicated that a 1-meter-thick sand barrier located 5 m (center to center separation) from the TNT charge would obtain a velocity of 514 m/s (this value was obtained by averaging several computational stations in the wall). For the same conditions, a 0.5-m-thick sand barrier would obtain a velocity of 867 m/s, and a 2.0-m-thick barrier would obtain a velocity of 290 m/s. When the center to center spacing from the barrier was increased to 10 m, the velocity for the 1-m-thick barrier dropped to 443 m/s. Small amounts of venting in the barrier had only a small effect on the barrier velocity.

We chose to simulate the case of a 1-meter-thick barrier with a center to center separation between the barrier and the explosive stack of 10 m. It appeared that significantly thinner barriers could obtain velocities sufficient to cause prompt shock initiation of the acceptors, and thinner barriers might also have a problem in stopping all fragments. In retrospect, a thicker barrier may have been a better choice, as will be seen below.

Description of the Test

To see the effect of such a barrier on the acceptor munitions, we designed an experiment which was intended to project a 1-meter-thick sand barrier at M107 projectiles at a velocity of about 400 m/s. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figures 1 and 2. A 380-mm-thick layer of ANFO (ammonium nitrate with 6% fuel oil) explosive was sandwiched between two 1-m-thick layers of sand. The sand and explosive layers were 1.83 m high and 3 m wide. The detonation of the ANFO drove the sand barriers into two test chambers which were 2 m deep and had the same height and width as the sand barriers. One of the test chambers contained two pallets of Composition B-loaded M107 projectiles, and the other contained two pallets of instrumented, inert loaded M107s. The entire structure was buried below ground level at a test site at the New Mexico Institute of Technology.
Figure 1. Top View of Experimental Setup.
Figure 2. Side View of Experimental Setup.
A wooden structure was built to hold the explosive and the sand barriers and to keep earth from entering the test chambers. The sides of the sand barriers were constructed of two pieces of 9.5-mm plywood which were laminated together with wood glue to give a 19.1-mm-thick wood support. The opposite sides of the barrier were attached using multiple Kevlar straps to keep the walls from bowing as the sand was added. Figure 3 is a photograph of the structure that held the sand barriers and the explosive layer before the sand and explosive were loaded. Standard construction sand was used in the barriers and contained less than 5% rock. Any rocks which were present in the sand measured less than 12.7 mm in diameter. The sides of the test chambers were made of 19.1-mm-thick plywood supported by 152 x 152-mm wooden beams. The roof was a double thickness of 19.1-mm plywood, also supported by 152 x 152-mm wooden beams. Figure 4 shows one of the test chambers before it was buried. The rear wall of each test chamber was covered with a 25.4-mm-thick mild steel plate. The entire structure was buried in the ground, and the roof was covered with 610 mm of sand.

In the live-test chamber, one pallet of Composition B-loaded M107 projectiles was located immediately adjacent to the sand barrier and slightly off the center line as shown in Figure 1. The pallet was situated so that four rounds were against the sand barrier. The edge of the pallet was flush with the plywood retaining walls, which allows about 25 mm of free space between the plywood and the projectiles. Another pallet was located adjacent to the rear steel wall on the other side of the center line. A 3.2-mm steel witness plate was placed under each pallet, and the steel back wall of the test chamber also served as a witness plate.

The inert chamber was a mirror image of the live chamber, but the pallets contained inert rounds. Four of the acceptor rounds were instrumented with a total of eight carbon resistor gages. The rounds that contained the resistor gages are marked with an "R" in Figure 1. One of the rounds was instrumented with a self-recording accelerometer that was provided by personnel from the Waterways Experimental Station. It is marked with an "A" in Figure 1. A similar accelerometer was placed in the sand wall, centered on the face of the wall adjacent to the test chamber.

The ANFO was detonated using six 5-lb-charges of Thermex 200. The total weight of the ANFO was 2,268 kg.

Simulations of the Test

Lawrence and Starkenberg (see their paper in this symposium) ran simulations of the test using the HULL code. As before, they used cylindrical symmetry to save computational time. The sand wall was represented by a cylinder 4 m in diameter and 1 m thick. The ANFO was also a 4-m-diameter cylinder initiated at a point on the center line. Since the diameter was somewhat greater than the actual lateral dimensions of the experiment, the computed barrier velocities are probably a little too high. The plywood forms which held the sand were not included in the calculations. The first simulations were solely for the purpose of determining the wall velocity as a function of the thickness of the ANFO. The calculations indicated that the first shock through the barrier accelerates the barrier to about two thirds of its final velocity, and the barrier continues to accelerate until it reaches the rear wall. With 400 mm of ANFO, the maximum velocity was 417 m/s (averaged over several stations 100 mm from the free surface of the barrier). With 300 mm of ANFO, the maximum velocity was 330 m/s. In the test, 380 mm of ANFO were used and interpolation of the computed results gives a predicted final velocity of about 400 m/s for the test condition. In the real test, the velocity was probably somewhat lower for reasons already stated. In another calculation of this type (not reported in the accompanying Lawrence and Starkenberg paper), we looked for evidence that the surface of the sand barrier might be "spalling" and moving off with a higher velocity than the rest of the wall. To see if this was so, the velocity was determined at a point 30 mm from the surface (instead of 100 mm). The result indicated that the surface was not moving.
appreciably faster than the interior. The computed pressure in the sand supported this conclusion. It indicated that the shock pressure decreased markedly as the shock moved across the sand barrier, from about 64 kbar at the explosive-sand interface to about 7 kbar at the air-sand interface.

A second set of simulations was run to determine the pressure in the acceptors due to the impact of the sand. In this case, a 2-D plane-strain simulation was used, so the acceptor was represented as an infinitely long cylinder with constant wall thickness. One calculation simulated the impact of the sand on the rounds which were against the rear steel wall. In this case, the rounds are first shocked and then crushed by the impact. For this calculation, the wall was given a velocity of 360 m/s, and the calculation was started at the time the wall impacts the rounds. The maximum computed pressure in the rounds was 3.5 kbar, well below the pressures usually associated with shock initiation in undamaged composition B. A possibly significant feature of the calculations is that the pressure in the explosive in the acceptor round showed several strong oscillations with a period of about 18 µs. Because of the complicated pressure-time history (see Lawrence and Starkenberg), the duration of the shock pressure cannot be determined in an unambiguous fashion. Near the front of the acceptor (but in the explosive), the pressure dropped almost to zero after about 18 µs, but this was followed by further oscillations. At points closer to the interior of the acceptor, the oscillations were weaker, and it is more difficult to specify a shock duration.

Another simulation was run to determine the pressure in the acceptors that were near the sand wall. This calculation (not reported in the accompanying paper by Lawrence and Starkenberg) also used the plane-strain geometry, but it included the detonation of the explosive (along a line at the bottom of the ANFO) and the acceleration of the barrier. A 25-mm air gap was included between the edge of the wall and the acceptors, but the plywood was ignored. In this case, the impact of the sand produced a peak pressure in the acceptor of about 3.5 kbar, about the same as the pressure in the rounds against the rear wall. However, in this case, there was a second pressure pulse when the acceptor rounds hit the rear steel wall. The peak pressure for the second pulse was about 3.8 kbar, slightly higher than for the first pulse.

TEST RESULTS

A crater measuring approximately 21.3 m x 10.7 m x 5.5 m deep was created. The rear steel walls of the test chambers were destroyed, and only portions of the bottom section were recovered. No other portion of the test chamber was recovered. Several of the inert instrumented projectiles were recovered. These were severely cracked, and several were broken into multiple pieces. The bottom rear steel wall recovered in the inert chamber was severely deformed, but contained no perforations. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the recovered portion of the rear wall from the inert chamber, and inert projectiles recovered after the test. Note the severe damage the projectiles experienced. None of the recovered projectiles have the nose plug in place, and all are badly dented or split open. The inert fill is seen to be extruded from the nose opening.

There was substantial evidence that the live acceptors detonated. Minimal projectile fragments were recovered: one base fragment and portions of side fragments. The steel witness sheets located under the live projectile pallets were severely deformed and torn into multiple pieces. No live acceptor projectiles were recovered intact. There were also multiple fragment perforations in the rear steel wall adjacent to the live acceptor pallet (but the steel wall on the inert side was not perforated). These perforations appear to have been made by a round which detonated at some distance from the wall. Thus, it appears that the rounds near the sand wall may have detonated, and they probably detonated before they impacted the rear wall.
Figure 3. Photograph of the Structure Holding the Sand Barrier and the Explosive.

Figure 4. Photograph of the Structure Surrounding the Test Chambers.
Figure 5. After Test Photograph of a Portion of the Steel Wall on the Inert Side.

Figure 6. After Test Photograph of the Inert Rounds.
We believe all of the rounds detonated, but there is some question about this because some large fragments from the live projectiles were found. However, it is known that large fragments can be produced when multiple rounds in close proximity detonate. Our conclusion that all rounds detonated is based on the absence of any base fragments and the damage to the witness plate that was under the rounds. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the recovered portion of the rear wall from the live chamber, some of the larger fragments from the live projectiles after the test, and the steel witness plate that was under the live projectiles.

The accelerometer in the sand wall was not recovered. The one in the inert pallet was recovered, but it had been destroyed by the event, and it was not possible to extract any data. Records were obtained from six of the eight resistance gages. However, after analysis, we have concluded that the records were not meaningful. It appears that the gage leads broke early in the event and the apparent signal observed later was caused by shorting of the leads.

Discussion

The detonation of the acceptor rounds was somewhat of a surprise. The predicted shock pressure in the rounds was less than 4 kbar, well below the pressures usually associated with initiation of detonation in composition B. In fact, in aquarium tests, Liddiard found that 4 kbar was the threshold point for detecting shock-induced burning (not detonation) in Composition B. One might also analyze these results in terms of the "critical energy" criterion for initiation. We are very dubious about the applicability of this criterion to the present circumstance, but we considered it anyhow. Reference 8 gives the critical energy of Composition B as 1,850 kj/m². If we take the pulse duration as 18 μs, a pressure of 7.0 kbar is required for initiation of detonation. However, if the pulse duration were taken as 100 μs, which might
Figure 8. After Test Photograph of a Portion of the Steel Wall on the Live Side.

Figure 9. After Test Photograph of the Larger Fragments from the Live Rounds.
be justified on the basis of the Lawrence and Starkenberg calculations, the critical pressure would be 3.0 kbar. This is in the range of the computed maximum pressures, but it is higher than the average pressure over 100 μs (see Lawrence and Starkenberg).

We can only speculate on why detonation occurred. A prime suspect in our minds is the fact that the acceptors saw multiple pressure pulses. This was true in two respects. First, there were strong oscillations associated with the impact of the sand wall on the rounds. Second, for the rounds adjacent to the sand wall, there was a second shock when they hit the rear wall. As has often been discussed in the explosives literature, an earlier event can damage the explosive and sensitize it to a later event. If the rounds detonated while they were still some distance from the rear wall, as the evidence appears to indicate, the second effect is ruled out, but the first is a strong possibility.

Another possible source of initiation to violent reaction of the live projectiles is the crushing that occurred as evidenced by the recovered inert projectiles. Although this is a known mechanism, the critical parameters governing this mechanism are not yet well understood, particularly for heavily cased explosives. This may not be the mechanism that produced the fragments that perforated the rear wall, but there may well have been different mechanisms for different projectiles depending on their location.

The significant result of this study is that, in situations such as this, detonation may occur with stimuli much weaker than one might expect based on small scale data. In the present case, it appears that a shock of 3.5 kbar was sufficient to cause detonation (although several oscillations may have been involved).

Figure 10. After Test Photograph of the Witness Plate Under the Live Rounds.
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